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Forward-Looking Statement
Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. If any such uncertainties materialize or if any
of the assumptions proves incorrect, the results of salesforce.com, inc. could diﬀer materially from the results expressed or implied by the forward-looking
statements we make. All statements other than statements of historical fact could be deemed forward-looking, including any projections of product or
service availability, subscriber growth, earnings, revenues, or other ﬁnancial items and any statements regarding strategies or plans of management for
future operations, statements of belief, any statements concerning new, planned, or upgraded services or technology developments and customer
contracts or use of our services.
The risks and uncertainties referred to above include – but are not limited to – risks associated with developing and delivering new functionality for our
service, new products and services, our new business model, our past operating losses, possible ﬂuctuations in our operating results and rate of growth,
interruptions or delays in our Web hosting, breach of our security measures, the outcome of any litigation, risks associated with completed and any
possible mergers and acquisitions, the immature market in which we operate, our relatively limited operating history, our ability to expand, retain, and
motivate our employees and manage our growth, new releases of our service and successful customer deployment, our limited history reselling
non-salesforce.com products, and utilization and selling to larger enterprise customers. Further information on potential factors that could aﬀect the
ﬁnancial results of salesforce.com, inc. is included in our annual report on Form 10-K for the most recent ﬁscal year and in our quarterly report on Form
10-Q for the most recent ﬁscal quarter. These documents and others containing important disclosures are available on the SEC Filings section of the
Investor Information section of our Web site.
Any unreleased services or features referenced in this or other presentations, press releases or public statements are not currently available and may not
be delivered on time or at all. Customers who purchase our services should make the purchase decisions based upon features that are currently available.
Salesforce.com, inc. assumes no obligation and does not intend to update these forward-looking statements.
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Admins, Bring Developer-Level Value to your Job with Flow
@forcethesales

Handout: sfdc.co/barista

This presentation is for folks who know how to use Process Builder, are familiar with
Salesforce automation.
Formula

Flow Examples

Custom Lead

Pricing Request

Conversion Process

Screen Flow

I found an apex plug in for a custom lead conversion process that worked with Flow. I
used that to create a custom lead conversion process because we did not want to
create a new contact.
I also created a pricing request screen flow that simplied emails that went all over the
place.

Flow is Clicks-Not-Code Automation

Process Builder-like

More Powerful

Create and update Salesforce records

Guide users through screens that collect
and display information

Execute logic based on user input

Update many records at once
Reach further records

I will assume you’re ready to use Flow when you’re advanced in process builder,
workflow and formulas.
A good place to try it is when you’re realizing the limitations of process builder.

Launch a Flow
Autolaunched Flow:
Process Builder
Run in Flow

placeholder

Screen Flow:
Quick Action Button
Lightning Component
Utility Bar

So how many of you have attended a presentation on Flow before?

To get what you want, you have to ask for it.
And store it in a variable!

Using Flow is like Interacting with a Barista

Trootbaoltl

Customer (You)

y obed

ient m

oron

Barista (TOM)

Using Flow is like interacting with a Barista who is actually CLICK A ROBOT.
I’ve heard San Francisco actually has these now. Has anyone tried it?

Normal Coﬀee Order

Order coﬀee
Get punch on punch card
Yay free coﬀee or pay
Barista makes coﬀee
Barista delivers coﬀee

We’re going to build this out in flow, and you’ll see how to make it work, you have add
in extra steps to ASK FOR WHAT YOU WANT, and store it in a variable.

Two Objects
Coﬀee and Punch Card

In our computerized version of buying coffee, I have created two custom objects. A
coffee object with three fields: Name, Milk (whole, hemp, almond, skim, none, 2%)
and Decaf checkbox.
And a punch card object. My code here is of course Keep Code Weird. A lookup to the
Customer, and a number field, which is the total number of punches.
The lookup to the customer isn’t actually used the in the flow, so it’s not necessary.
DEMO
Create an object called Coffee with two custom fields, a picklist for milk options and a
checkbox for decaf.
Create an object called Punch Card. I made the name of each record “Punch Card
Code.” I looked up to the contact, but that’s not necessary for this exercise. The total
number of punches is a number field.
Create a punch card to use in this exercise with a code and a value in Total Punches.

Instead of using actual paper punch cards at this shop, they store the info
electronically.
Which is great for the customer who frequently loses their punch cards, which is
clearly not me.

DEMO FIRST
Let’s look through our whole Flow.

Decaf with whole milk,
please.

DEMO STEPS

Drag to Add a screen component to canvas.
Add Label “Coﬀee Order Form”
From input, choose picklist and drag it into the middle.
Click into “Choice.”
Click +New Resource.
Select Resource Type: Picklist Choice Set.
Name it MilkChoice.
In Object, search for Coﬀee.
In Data Type, choose Picklist.
In Field, ﬁnd milk. Save it or close it.
Then you have to actually Choose the choice you just made!
From input, drag Add a checkbox to the middle.
In label, type Decaf.
Click done at the bottom right.

Decaf with whole milk, please.

Add Screen Component to Canvas
Create Picklist with choices from actual picklist
ﬁeld
Create simple checkbox

The next component is part of our normal coffee order. The barista creates the
Coffee.

I will make 1 decaf with whole milk
and store it in a cup!
Create a record for the Coffee Object.
Take the values from the screen and set the field values on the Coffee.

I will make 1 decaf with whole milk
and store it in a cup!

Create one Coﬀee Record.
Set ﬁeld values to screen components for Milk and Decaf.
Store the Coﬀee ID in a Record Variable.

DEMO STEPS
Drag the element “Create records” onto the canvas.
Name it Create Coffee.
We will create only ONE record here, but notice how we could make more!
To set the record fields, we will “use separate variables, resources and literal values.”
We will be grabbing the values for our coffee record from what was entered on the
screen so those are currently separate resources.
Create a record of this object,
Choose the Coffee object
Set Field Values for the Coffee
On the left, choose the field from the Coffee object Decaf__c and on the right, under
screen components, we choose “decaf.”
On the left, choose the field for Milk, and on the right choose the Milk picklist screen
component.

Record Variable:
Can hold all the
information
about the coﬀee.
When created, it only
holds the ID.

So we’re telling our barista, I want you to create this coffee with these attributes that I
put on the screen and store it in this cup.
Upon create, the record variable ONLY holds the ID of the record. It doesn’t store
anything else.

To get what you want, you have to ask for it.
And store it in a variable!

Time to ask for our coffee! We do a “Get record”

Can I have my drink now?

Sorry, You need to be more speciﬁc.

Using “get records” you say which record you want to get.

Can I have the coffee you
just made in that cup?

How do we identify which cup of coffee we want?
We use the Record Variable that has the ID of that coffee.
Upon create, we have the ID of the record we created. That gets stored in our cup
record variable.
But if we want any more information or coffee, than just that ID, we need to ask for
what we want, specifically.

decaf and milk in there, too?

So our barista is going to help us out a bit. So, you want that drink that I made in that
cup, with that ID, but do you also want it to be decaf and have milk in it? Meaning do
you want to get those field values back with the coffee?

What the heck. YES.

So you’re like “YES. Give me the decaf and the Milk!”
When we get a record, we have to Tell Flow all the fields we want returned, we
definitely want our decaf and our milk. If we wanted, we could ask for the “created
by”, “created date” values.
WHY WHY WHY Do we have to do this? This is really annoying. Why don’t we have
to do this in Salesforce or most other software UIs? Because their helping us out,
taking out that step. Computer programmers are completely used to this. You ask the
computer to create a record, then you have to ask for it. Remember this barista is
TOM, a totally obedient moron.

Can I have my coffee?

Get coﬀee record whose id = record variable
id {!coﬀeeRecordVar.Id}
Store Decaf and Milk in record variable,
coﬀeeRecordVar

DECAF
MILK

WH

DEMO
Drag Get Coffee Element onto the screen.
Label it “Get Coffee.”
Search for the Coffee object.
Under Filter Coffee Records, Condition Requirements select “Conditions are Met”
How Many Records are stored? Only the first record.
Where to Store Field Values, Together in a Record Variable (obviously! Put it in the
cup!)
Select Variable to Store Coffee, Look for the record variable you created in the last
step!
{!coffeeRecordvar}
Under Select Coffee Fields to Store in a Variable, find “milk__c” and “decaf__c”
Click Done.
Connect the Create Coffee Element to the Get Coffee Element.

Now that we asked for exactly what we wanted, we can choose what to DO with it. In
this case, we’re just going to display the coffee on a screen to symbolize getting our
coffee.

DECAF
MILK

WH

Thanks!

Now I can drink my coffee. I asked for the values of the decaf coffee and the milk and
I’m displaying those values here on the screen.
The barista asks for the code here for the punch card. Normally a punch card is a
piece of paper, but here we have them electronically stored. Each one is identified by
a unique code.
To create this field on the screen, we add a text input field from the screen
components on the left. I add the label “If you have a punch card, enter the code.”
DEMO
Create another screen element.
Choose “Display text” from the list of screen components on the left.
Here’s where I start to type out the sentence that I want to display. “Here is your”
I only want it to say “decaf” if record has decaf checked, so I’m going to make a
formula right here.
Click insert a resource.
Click new resource.
Select resource type of formula. Call it DecafFormula.
Data Type text.
To create the formula, insert a resource (find your record variable, coffeeRecordVar

Click that, and find your decaf field.)
Your formula should look like.
IF({!coffeeRecordvar.Decaf__c}=TRUE," decaf ","")
Click Done.
Now back in your Display Text click “Insert a Resource” and find the formula you just
created.
Then finish typing your sentence next is “coffee with,” then insert another resource.
Find your record variable again and the milk variable. You could also make a formula
instead for milk if you have the option of “none” milk in your picklist.
Your whole display text will look like
Here is your coﬀee{!DecafCoﬀeeFormula} with {!coﬀeeRecordvar.Milk__c}!

You can also insert a picture into the screen by clicking on the picture icon and
uploading a photo.
Next screen component is Text, which you pick under “Input” on the left side.
Label your text “If you have a punch card, enter the code.” Hit tab to populate the API
name and click “Done.”
Connect your display screen to your Get Coffee records element on your canvas.

Thanks!

Add Screen Component to canvas
Add Display Text to Screen
Insert formula to display “decaf” if applicable
Display milk value from coﬀeeRecordVar
Add Text Input for the Punch Card Code

Next order of business is to GET the punch card.
Remember at this shop, Instead of using actual paper punch cards they store the info
electronically. We entered it into the screen, and so a normal barista would look it up
or punch the card.
We look at our ROBOT Barista and he’s like.

WASSSUP!?

WAAAAASUPPPPP.
Do you remember these dumb ads?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W16qzZ7J5YQ

To get what you want, you have to ask for it.
And store it in a variable!

To get what you want, you have to ask for it.
Even though we gave the code, we still need to do a GET RECORD to find the punch
card.
And we’ll store our punch card info in a new record Variable. We don’t reuse the
record variable we already created because this is a not just a different record than
our coffee record variable, but it’s a totally different object.

Will you lookup my
punch card, dimwit?

And we want to GET certain information about our punch card BACK. the whole point
of the punch card is to see if you have enough punches to earn a free drink!
Also store the number of punches you have on the record variable. So think instead of
storing all our coffee details in a CUP, we store all the info on our Punch card!
DEMO
Add a Get Records element to your canvas.
Label it “Get Punch Card”
Under Get Records of this object, search for Punch Card object (the custom object
you made in the beginning).
Under Filter Punch Card Records, Condition Requirements, select Conditions are
Met.
Search for fields Name (I made the “Name” field called Punch Card Code.)
Set Operator to Equals.
In Value, search for Screen Components, and under that select the text field you
created that stores the punch card value.
Store only the first record.
Together in a record variable
Under Select Variable to Store Punch Card, click “Search record Variables” and click
+New Resource.
Select Resource type Variable.
Call it punchCardRecordVar

Data type “record”
Search object Punch Card.
Then select the variable you just created.
Select Punch Card Fields to Store in Variable.
Search fields “Total Punches”
Click Done.
Connect your screen elements!

Lookup my punch card!

Get punch card record whose name = punch card code (screen
component)
Store Total Number of Punches in record variable,
punchCardRecordVar

Get Records to Do Something with Them

Why do we have to GET records? Many actions we could take in a Flow we need to
GET the records first to do anything with them. We want to get the records and get
field values from them.
We could send the variables to another Flow, we could update records, we have
displayed values in a screen, or we could use values in an email.

Lemme see if you already have 10 punches!

Is this drink free or not? Look at the number of punches. If it’s not 10, add a punch. If
it is 10, display a congratulations free drink screen.
DEMO
Add a decision element to your canvas.
Label “How Many punches”
Under Outcome Details, label your first potential outcome “Equals Ten”
Tab or click over to “search resources” and find your punchCardRecordVar. Then find
your Total Punches field.
Under Value, type 10.
Under “order outcome” on the left, select “default outcome.”
Change the label from “Default outcome” to “Less than 10.” The default outcome
covers anything else that doesn’t fit into the first condition. Obviously, the punch card
value you could be more than 10. You could test yourself by making more specific
decision outcomes for less than 10 or more than 10. I am ignoring the fact in this
demo that punch cards could have more than 10 punches.
Click done.
Connect Get Punch Card to the Decision element.

Lemme see if you have 10 punches

Make a decision.
Make one outcome Total Punches equals 10.
Rename your default outcome “Less than 10” to make it more clear.
(Assuming cards only go to 10)

I earned my free drink!

DEMO
Add a screen to your canvas.
Label it “Congratulations”
Add Display Text.
Label Display text.
Type a congratulatory message in your Display text. You could include a fun picture!
Click Done.
Drag a connection between the decision and the display screen. Confirm that “Equals
Ten” outcome is selected.

I earned my free drink!

Add Screen Element to canvas.
Add Display Text with congratulations

I will add a punch to your card!

So we’ve done a CREATE, a GET….what other element would we use to add a
punch to the card?
Update a record. Which record? The record with the same id as the punch card.
This was not covered in the live demo.
Set the field value of the field Total Punches. Use a formula to add 1 to the existing
number of punches!
Add a new resource, formula. Add 1 to the total punches on the record variable.
{!punchCardRecordVar.Total_Punches__c}+1
DEMO
Add a update record element to your canvas.
Label it “Add a punch”
Under How to Find Records to Update and Set Their Values, select “Specify
conditions to identify records, and set ﬁelds individually”
[We are doing this because we want to set a new value for your total punches and we
need to set that value individually.]
Search for your punch card object.
Filter Punch Card Record, Condition Requirements, Select Conditions Are Met.
Select “Id” on the left under Field, equals, ﬁnd your punch card record variable and the ID

on the right.

Set Field Values for the Punch Card Records
Choose your field “Total Punches” on the left, equals, click into the cell under “Value”
and select +New Resource.
Resource type: Formula.
Enter API Name TotalPunchesFormula.
Data Type, Number.
Enter 0 for decimal places.
Insert a resource. Find your Punch Card Record Var, find your field, Total Punches.
Then type in “+1” to your formula so it looks like
{!punchCardVar.Total_Punches__c}+1. Click Done
Then back in your Update Records element select the formula you just created, so
Total Punches ← TotalPunchesFormula.
Click Done.
Connect your Decision to your new Update Records element. Choose the outcome
“Less than 10.”
You’re done! Save your flow! Click “debug” to try out the Flow and read along how
each of the steps are working.

To get what you want, you have to ask for it.
And store it in a variable!

We stored data into screen components and record variables. There are other types
of variables that we didn’t get to explore today.
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